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Sugar Sammy is the hottest new comedian on the planet. Hip, Young, MTV, It's Eddie Murphy in his

prime with a mix of Chris Rock and Dave Chappelle with an East-Indian background. Sugar Sammy

Delivers explosive laughs with amazing style and flair. 15 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: Standup

Comedy, URBAN/R&B: Urban Show all album songs: Down With the Brown Songs Details: As one of the

hottest, emerging young comedians on the international circuit, Sugar Sammy has recently enjoyed

considerable success around the world. He has set attendance records and received rave reviews in

comedy clubs, colleges, and theatres across North America, Europe, South Africa, and Asia. Critics are

unanimous in their praise of his hilarious material and his laconic delivery. In his hometown of Montreal,

Sugar Sammy has been voted the number one stand-up for the last three years by the readers of The

Montreal Mirror, Montreal's Premier Arts, and Entertainment Weekly. Sugar Sammy's TV credits include

Comedy Now on CTV, and he has also appeared on The Comedy Network and on Dutch TV, where he

won audiences over. He performed numerous times at Just For Laughs, the Montreal International

Comedy Festival, and has appeared at the Cape Town Comedy Festival in South Africa. A relentless

provocateur, Sugar Sammy stirs up and samples the multi-cultural melting pot that mirrors life in most

urban centres today. In doing so, he presents hilarious scenarios and comments on our global society's

inherent contradictions in a brilliantly entertaining way, ranging from arranged marriages in his Indian

ancestry, to his views on deviant sex, drugs and, modern day relationships. Sugar Sammy will have you

laughing, thinking, and seeing life in a whole new way! In the past year, this rising star has toured in the

US, Canada, England, Ireland, Holland, Hong Kong, Thailand, Dubai, The Philippines, and South Africa,

where his one man show sold an incredible 10,000 tickets! A personal highlight for Sugar Sammy was

opening for Dave Chappelle in Toronto last fall.
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